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***

The saga of the Nord Stream blow-up has been confusing, and confused with multiple
reporting on who-did-it, and who did not do it, who had an interest, about the motives, and
who was most suffering from the blast. It seems the saga never ends.

Perhaps it should not end before the truth has been found – and before the culprits are
brought to justice, because this is a crime of tremendous proportion.

In early February 2023, US investigative journalist Seymour Hersh released a report based
on secret but he says highly reliable sources, providing details of how the US intelligence
agencies  planned  the  sabotage  ordered  by  US  President  Joe  Biden  (confirmed  at  press
conference  on  7  February  2022).  

President Joe Biden:  “If  Russia invades that means tanks and troops crossing the
border of Ukraine again, then “There will be no longer a Nord Stream 2” 

Reporter: “But how will you exactly do that, since the project is in Germany’s control?”

Biden:“We will, I promise you, we will be able to do that.”  (emphasis added)

J

Seymour Hersh revealed how the US Navy carried out the bombing with the cooperation of
Norwegian forces. After the report was published, Washington quickly denied it.
The Blame Game. Who Did It?

This was the beginning of the blame game, who did it, how was it done and what were the
motives. This speculative debate has not ended – and there is no end in sight.
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An Underwater Tactical Nuclear Device?

However, about a month ago, Bombshell news, what appears to be evidence for the “How”,
emerged. According to mathematician, physicist and geoscientist Professor Hans Benjamin
Braun, the pipelines were devastated by an underwater tactical nuclear device.

This was reported by Swiss journalist Christoph Pfluger during his weekly Swiss “Transition
TV” or TTV news show. See screenshot of Abstract (below), of Professor Braun’s report.
Scroll dow for link to complete report of Professor Hans Benjamin Braun

Following initial accounts, moderate explosives of a few hundred kilograms of TNT were
responsible for the destruction. That would correspond to a seismic reaction of a (Richter)
Magnitude of 2.3.

However, after a review of publicly available seismic data throughout Northern Europe, this
could not be further from the truth.

“Seismic traces were reported as far as the Nord Cap (1,800km from the detonation)
and Greenland, thus, characterizing the Nordstream explosion as a teleseismic event.
An analysis of  the wave-forms detected at seismic stations around the Baltic-  and
Bothnian Sea, characterizes this event as …. having a detonation energy of 200 tons of
TNT equivalent or more, rather than the 500 kg claimed in the press”, says Professor
Braun in his report.

This is an explosive power at least 400 times larger than claimed. The resulting wave-forms
share  characteristics  with  known  underground  nuclear  explosions.  Professor  Braun
concludes that only a nuclear explosion could produce these effects, which also include the
extreme warming of the seabed, strong underwater currents, and the radioactive fallout
that could be measured even in Switzerland.

For the full Swiss TTV report on the Nord Stream presumed nuclear devastation, see this.
The news report is in German. The section on the pipeline explosion starts at min. 9:45.
Professor Braun’s report, of which a screenshot of the Abstract, you see above, is in English.

https://drive.proton.me/urls/HYVJAJ3P5W#D2jSuEOYk3nn
https://drive.proton.me/urls/HYVJAJ3P5W#D2jSuEOYk3nn
https://www.globalresearch.ca/bombshell-was-nord-stream-nuked/5828491/screen-shot-2023-08-11-at-9-41-10-pm
https://transition-tv.ch/sendung/ttv-wochenrueckblick-14-juli-2023-nato-gipfel-clusterbomben-nordstream
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To view the TV report in German click the screen below

Translated into English, click Screen Below: (starts at 5’27”, following the presentation in
German)

After Professor Braun finished his study, he handed it to several colleagues for peer review,
among them three  physics  Nobel  Laureates.  In  April  2023,  the  final  report  was  handed to
the governments concerned, including Sweden, Finland, Poland, as well as NATO’s Secretary
General, Russia’s Ambassador in Switzerland, as well as to the UN Security Council, which at
that time was chaired by Russia.

Link  to  the  complete  report  by  Professor  Hans  Benjamin  Braun  (English)  entitled:
Nordstream -Anatomy of Dante’s Explosion  which you can download

https://transition-tv.ch/sendung/ttv-wochenrueckblick-14-juli-2023-nato-gipfel-clusterbomben-nordstream
https://transition-tv.ch/sendung/ttv-wochenrueckblick-14-juli-2023-nato-gipfel-clusterbomben-nordstream
https://transition-tv.ch/sendung/ttv-wochenrueckblick-14-juli-2023-nato-gipfel-clusterbomben-nordstream/
https://transition-tv.ch/sendung/ttv-wochenrueckblick-14-juli-2023-nato-gipfel-clusterbomben-nordstream/
https://drive.proton.me/urls/HYVJAJ3P5W#D2jSuEOYk3nn
https://drive.proton.me/urls/HYVJAJ3P5W#D2jSuEOYk3nn
https://drive.proton.me/urls/HYVJAJ3P5W#D2jSuEOYk3nn
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What happened? Big silence.

None of the countries concerned, not even Russia, and of course not NATO, seems to have
an interest to escalate the case, demonstrating to the world that presumably Washington /
NATO does not shy away from using a nuclear device to destroy the energy supply that fuels

https://drive.proton.me/urls/HYVJAJ3P5W#D2jSuEOYk3nn
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the German and European economy. And that we are indeed already in a nuclear war.

Motives for the “Sabotage”

Officially,  the  motives  were  nothing  less  than  making  sure  that  the  “sanctions”  on  Russia
over the Ukraine war would hold, could not be broken by Germany under pressure from
Germany’s  business  and manufacturing  community.  Germany’s  economy was  going  to
suffer tremendously without cheap Russian gas.

Unofficially, there is a secret plan by the corporate financial cabal, a plan wholly integrated
into the UN Agenda 2030 and the WEF’s Great Reset, to bring the western economies,
particularly the ones of Europe and the US, down, possibly to a full-blown ruin. Number one
instrument is depriving the economies of energy.

This goes hand in hand with the cabal’s depopulation agenda – also an integral part of the
Great Reset and Agenda 2030. Achieving both these targets would make it easier to initiate
and implement a new world order,  based on full  digitization and Artificial  Intelligence (AI).
The surviving humans would become electronically manipulatable transhumans which could
be “turned on and off”, so to speak, as needs dictate.

The  entire  UN  system  is  sold  to  the  unnamed  corporate  financial  behemoth.  UN  Agenda
2030 is not just comprising the 17 noble Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). It goes
much farther. To understand what these SDGs really mean – see this.

As  to  “unnamed  financial  cabal”,  the  number  one  financier  and  supporter  of  the  World
Economic Forum (WEF) is BlackRock. The WEF is one of the main executing agencies of the
Great Reset and Agenda 2030.

The cabal is not there yet, and with humanity’s strength and spiritual power, these dark
forces shall not reach their objective.

The cabal knows perfectly well that the world’s economies are fueled by hydrocarbon and
that this will remain the main source of energy for the foreseeable future.

The propaganda and hubris talk about “climate change” no end, when real science knows
that real climate change happens all the time, has happened for the last 4.5 billion years,
since  Mother  Earth  exists.  Its  main  cause  of  influence  is  the  sun  –  97%-plus  –  and  it  has
nothing to do with CO2 generated by man’s activities and economies. The ever ongoing
natural process is slow so nature and sentient beings may adjust.

The brutal changes in weather and climate that we increasingly experience in the last
decade or so, are wantonly man-made, meaning they are part of Environmental Modification
(ENMOD) technologies called geoengineering. They include numerous highly sophisticated
and  scientifically  studied  technologies,  which  are  capable  of  modifying  the  composition  of
the higher atmosphere to bring about rapid weather / climate changes – hot, cold, drought,
flooding.

Drought, flooding, in rapid succession can and does destroy vital food crops, fertile agrarian
lands, infrastructure, housing, and wellbeing of people. It causes, famine, misery, and death
– and a bleak future.

Geoengineering  can  be  targeted  on  specific  societies,  countries,  or  regions  of  the  world.

https://thereal2030.org/
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There  is  much  similarity  with  potential  nuclear  warfare.  See  also  this.

The  chemicals  and  methods  used  in  geoengineering  –  even  satellites  are  used  –  are
protected by hundreds of patents, of which the public at large has no idea. And of course,
mainstream media is generously paid to remain silent about it.

In order to fight this massive crime on humanity, We, the People, must wake up, and take
matters under OUR, We, The People’s control – NOW.

With every day we refuse to wake up, we move a step closer to the abyss of no return. We
are seconds before midnight and must act NOW.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.
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